Enhanced Amplitude for Superconductivity due to Spectrum-wide Quantum Critical Wave Functions

Abstract:

The shape of electron wave functions determines key properties of quantum materials. Disorder can play an outsized role, tuning materials from metallic to insulating, typically separated at a single special energy at which wave functions become fractal. Very recently, it was found that disorder can turn all wave functions into fractals ("spectrum-wide quantum criticality," SWQC) in models of topological and strongly correlated superconductors. The implications of SWQC for superconductivity itself remain largely unexplored. Here we study the interplay between superconductivity and SWQC in a simpler setting, in two one-dimensional (quasiperiodic and power-law hopping) models via self-consistent BCS theory. We find that SWQC survives the incorporation of attractive interactions at the Anderson localization transition, while the superconductivity pairing amplitude is maximized near this transition in both models. Our study highlights a new potential mechanism for achieving higher transition temperatures via random or structured inhomogeneity.
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